JAL and Qatar Airways to Further Expand Codeshare Cooperation
TOKYO June 09, 2014: Japan Airlines (JAL) and Qatar Airways (QR), both members of the oneworld®
alliance, have entered a codeshare agreement with each other for further cooperation and will commence codeshare
flights from June 18, 2014 on QR-operated flights between Tokyo(Haneda) and Doha.
In addition to JAL’s existing codeshare service on QR-operated flights between Tokyo (Narita) and Doha, as well as
between Osaka (Kansai) and Doha from December 3, 2013, the new codeshare flight between Tokyo (Haneda) and
Doha will deliver more convenience to passengers connecting from domestic flights arriving at Haneda, and offer
more options to passengers traveling to areas such as the Middle East, South Europe and Africa.
JAL will strengthen its partnership with QR to bring more convenience and enhance services to customers. The
airline continues such challenges to deliver more enjoyable experience, and looks forward to serving our customers,
whether they are business or leisure travelers.

New codeshare flights:
1. Reservation and sales of new codeshare flights will begin from 15:00 (JST) June 11, 2014.
2. The new codeshare flights will be operated from June 18. (Flight departing from Haneda will start from June 19)
Flight

Route

Dep. Time

Arr. Time

Day of
Operation

JL7999/QR811

Tokyo (Haneda) - Doha

01:00

06:00

Daily

JL7998/QR810

Doha - Tokyo(Haneda)

07:35

23:25

Daily

* Flight schedules are subject to changes.

< Existing codeshare flights between JAL and QR>
Flight

Route

Dep. Time

Arr. Time

Day of
Operation

JL7995/QR807

Tokyo (Narita) - Doha

22:30

04:15+1

Daily

JL7994/QR806

Doha - Tokyo(Narita)

01:45

17:55

Daily

JL7997/QR803

Osaka(Kansai) - Doha

23:05

04:35+1

Daily

JL7996/QR802

Doha - Osaka(Kansai)

01:35

17:25

Daily

<About Qatar Airways>
QR launched its first flight in 1997, and quickly established itself as one of the world’s fastest growing and highest quality airlines. QR
is serving more than 130 key business and leisure destinations in 70 countries across the Middle East, Europe, Africa, North and South
America, Asia and Australasia, with scheduled flights operating to and from its hub in Doha, capital of the State of Qatar. QR was
named Airline of the Year by Skytrax® in both 2012 and 2011.
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